Seismic retrofit of historical masonry walls by means of natural basalt fiber strips system (BFRP). Pre-modern concepts and innovative materials
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Abstract. The paper deals with the design approach for post-seismic interventions aimed at safeguarding historical buildings in seismic areas, consisting prevalently of masonry structures that, by type of technology, even if within exceptional cases respectful of “the rule of art”, do not guarantee the compliance with the resources necessary for the demand for resilient and structural capacity. In particular, the paper deals with the issue of applying technologies that use constructive ideas and concepts of the past or, as they are usually called pre-modern, interpreting them through the use of innovative and extremely performing materials.

1 Introduction

Going through the historical constructive solutions developed and used in past epochs to give an answer to the anti-seismic design problem, we note a great homogeneity from the point of view of the choice of materials and techniques used. Focusing on the Mediterranean Basin, the propensity for the use of mixed timber-masonry systems has been ascertained. This choice should not be surprising, since it was dictated by the mechanical features of timber that provide masonry walls with the capacity of withstanding the shear and bending actions provoked by an earthquake acting along the wall plan; a very limited capacity in unreinforced masonry. Already in Roman times timber members inserted, in a targeted way, within masonry walls were a widespread technique. Vitruvius himself [1] suggested the use of “travicelli d’ulivo brustolato per tutta la grossezza del muro” (“burnt Olive members within the entire thickness of the wall”) to provide a link in such a way as “entrambe le fronti del muro […] abbiano perpetua durata” (“both facings of the wall […] can live forever”). Although the spread of timber-masonry techniques cannot be attributed only to the need of building anti-seismic constructions, most of these techniques were used in highly seismic areas of the entire Mediterranean Basin and that some specific constructive systems were developed as a consequence of the occurrence of important seismic events.

Archaeological excavations carried out in the sites of Pompeii [2] and Herculaneum [3] in the 19th century highlighted that the constructive technique based on the use of mixed timber-masonry, called Opus Craticium (Fig. 1a), was based on the use of a timber frame that divides the masonry wall in smaller portions, constituted by transversal, vertical and bracing members joined together.

According to Bianchini [4], it is a building system that seems to be became established in Italy since the 6th century and that, in a later time, continued to be used as an alternative to the stronger structurae caementiciae, in rural buildings as well as in city dwellings, at the upper floors and to build internal partitions.

Even if it is much less known, the masonry “alla beneventana” is an interesting technique that anticipates the Bourbon “casa baraccata”. It is referred to as a preferred construction technique for reconstruction after the Gargano earthquake occurred in 1627.

Its name being taken from the city of Benevento, it is constituted by a load-bearing timber frame with infill masonry: a set of posts fixed on a stone base and an infill of lightweight materials (such as wicker or reeds linked to chestnut laths), covered with mortar.

Figure 1. a) Opus Craticium; b) Gaiola Pombalina, 1775.

Thanks to the several surveys in the site of Irpina, carried out immediately after the strong seismic events occurred in 1980, it was ascertained that the structural response of the masonry “alla beneventana” was
performing and technologically functioning. Indeed, its success was due to the result obtained, consisting in partitioning walls in small portions, separated by wooden rods linked to the principal members, in which crack formation is allowed. Sometimes, some portions of the wall may also collapse, but the area of failure is reduced and is confined within the timber partitions.

Similar solutions were adopted in Turkey [5-6]: it’s the case of the “hatul” and “himis” constructions, that resisted the earthquake in 1999. This constructive technique, of Ottoman origin, provides the building with a timber frame structure composed of vertical, horizontal and inclined members, filled with raw earth herringbone bond masonry. The “Dhajji dewari” is another timber frame with stone and earth infill, typically used in the mountain regions of South Asia.

“Gaiola”, also called “Gaiola Pombalina” (Fig. 1b), is the building system conceived by Engineer Pombal for the post-seismic reconstruction of the Baixa area in Lisbon, immediately after the high magnitude earthquake occurred in 1775. Also this technique provides the use of a timber frame composed of posts and beams arranged in such a way as to form rather square portions. St. Andrew’s crosses are inserted within each partition, with a brace function, together with an infill made of stone and brick masonry, usually recovered from rubble [7]. Masonry infill protrudes slightly from the timber frame, so that the positioning of a layer of covering plaster is allowed. At the end of the eighteenth century, the mixed timber-masonry constructive system, that is more appropriate to satisfy the anti-seismic requirements, is spreading. This technique derives from a fairly widespread tradition in timber constructions built in the Calabria region and filtered from the Enlightenment school of thinking that characterizes the era of the Bourbon domination in southern Italy.

Giovanni Vivenzio himself, doctor of the Royal Household and university professor, states that his earthquake resistant prototype, called “Case formate di legno (Houses built using timber members)” was deduced by the “[...]osservazioni fatte sul luogo medesimo... (on-site inspections...)” such as, for example, “... Filogaso, l’antico Palazzo del Conte di Nocera ... costruito nel passato secolo, di legno, e rivestito solamente di fabbrica, si rimase in tutto l’interiore illeso, nel mentre che il Paese fu uguagliato al suolo ... (... Filogaso, the ancient palace of the Count of Nocera ... built in the previous century using timber members and covered with masonry, that did not suffer damage inside, while all other buildings collapsed)” (Fig. 2). This system, denoted as “casa baraccata” or Bourbon anti-seismic system, was conceived by Engineer Ignazio La Vega after the Calabrian earthquake occurred in 1783. La Vega developed and improved this system on the basis of the knowledge and observations derived from the direction of the archaeological excavations of Pompeii and Herculaneum as well as from those obtained from examples already present in the traditional Calabrian building, such as the Bishop’s building in Mileto.

By means of both experimental test carried out at the CNR Ivalsa in Trento (Italy) [8] and numerical models developed through the software BrickWORK [9-19], the efficiency of the Bourbon building system, in its various forms and configurations, and its great adaptability to the demand for structural resilience that is required to an anti-seismic constructive element, was demonstrated, in particular regarding its response to the in-plane horizontal actions (Fig. 3). This type of structure is able to dissipate energy by means of interface frictions that are generated...
by the slip of stones both between the infill of masonry and the timber frame, and also thanks to some fissures generated in the mortar, as well as the expulsion of few stones. The overall timber skeleton, both elements and joints, acts, during the cycles, in elastic field. The model, devoid of the infill masonry frame, highlights a weak behaviour characterized by a high deformability under cyclic actions.

2 Palazzo Branconio. An experience of seismic retrofit

Palazzo Branconio is a very important historical building located in the historic center of the city of L’Aquila and is the result of the aggregation of a series of buildings from the Middle Ages. The shape of the current building is the result of the transformations by Girolamo Branconio in the first half of the seventeenth century (Fig. 4).

The Palace was already severely damaged by the earthquakes of 1703 and 1915, before suffering further damage from the very serious event of 6 April 2009. The spatial configuration of the building, although showing a sufficient regularity in elevation, although characterized by a decrease in thickness of the walls towards the upper floors, instead shows a substantial planimetric irregularity. This is due to the presence of walls built in different historical periods, according to distinct units and consisting of aggregates of main parts centralized on the two inner courtyards, together with a high reduction of wall thicknesses: these characteristics are the main reason of the greater concentration of crack patterns and damage in some rooms at the first floor (Fig. 5). The presence of such a heterogeneity was most likely to have provided the incipience, at the time of the earthquake, of kinematic movements caused by twisting actions, acting on the building due to the marked eccentricity between the rigid center of mass and that of the masses. The load-bearing walls of Palazzo Branconio is characterized by a typically L’Aquila brickwork technique, characterized by irregular stone elements, slightly rough-hewn, irregularly laid out, without transversal connections, with large amounts of mortar, having poor mechanical properties with fairly significant thicknesses, up to the first floor, at least 70 cm. Only in some areas of the building it is possible to find sporadic squared stone cantons.

Some on-site experimental tests on masonry samples, aimed at evaluating the mechanical properties of the material, were carried out on some walls devoid of cracks, chosen inside the building. In particular, the panels were subjected to a diagonal compression test. In Tab.1 some significant average values are reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Cross-section thickness (cm)</th>
<th>$\tau_0$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$G$ (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC – 01 Br.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental results on the walls of Palazzo Branconio provided both for the shear strength $\tau_0$ and shear elastic modulus $G$, values much lower than those deducible from the reference tables of the masonry technical rules, with a corresponding description of the typology of the masonry equipment (from masonry technical rules: $0.035 \leq \tau_0 \leq 0.051$; $230 \leq G \leq 480$). In such a case these masonry walls show that the typical seismic failure mode is the diagonal cracking mode, when the principal tensile stresses develop in the masonry under a combination of vertical and horizontal loads exceeding the tensile strength of the masonry materials. Obviously, for the actions out of plan the propensity of the walls described above is to offer a strong vulnerability to the presence of combined compressive and bending stress, the latter even more dangerous for the overall stability of the building.

3 Natural basalt fiber strips system (BFRP)

On the efficacy and potential for use of innovative materials such as FRP or UHTSS, high strength stainless steels, applied in the form of a grid (Reticulatus System)
in the field of seismic retrofit of masonry walls belonging to historical buildings, it has been widely written in the specific scientific literature [20-27].

The traditional timber frame reinforcements can be effectively replaced by a homologous frame, according to a similar geometric pattern, composed of natural basalt fiber strips, arranged in adherence to the wall front and glued to the wall itself by means of a GeoCalce (a KeraKoll patent), a hydraulic lime matrix compatible with the traditional binder present in the walls (Fig. 6). A more effective connection to the wall is obtained through the application of transversal elements, with function of diatones, equipped with gripping bow. The retrofit scheme described above (Fig. 7), eventually accompanied by a continuous basalt fiber net, placed on the opposite side of the wall, can guarantee a structural performance of exceptional efficiency in seismic conditions, without weighing down the original structure or substantially modifying the overall stiffness.

Figure 6. Application technique of natural basalt fiber strips (KeraKoll)

5 Conclusions

On the basis of examples from the past, such as the “Gaiola Pombalina” or the Bourbon concept system, re-proposing its geometric patterns and, partly, the aims of the structural performance of the elements integrated into the wall, the paper deals with the design approach for post-seismic interventions aimed to the safeguarding of historical buildings in seismic areas. The traditional timber frame reinforcements are, in this case, substituted by the natural basalt fiber strips, arranged according to similar geometric patterns, connected to the masonry walls through transversal elements, with function of diatones, equipped by gripping bow. The system seems to be able to guarantee an excellent resistance both to the shearing actions and to the combined compressive and bending ones.
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